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In Johannesburg a mass meeting was held for the benefit of the
Indians. Gandhi requested Gokhale to speak in Marathi as there
were several Konkani Muslims and some Maharashtrian Hindus
among the audience. When Gandhi said that he would translate his
Marathi speech into Hindi, Gokhale burst into laughter and said:
"I have quite fathomed your knowledge of Hindi, an accomplish-
ment upon which you cannot exactly be congratulated. But now
you propose to translate Marathi into Hindi. May I know where you
acquired such knowledge of Marathi?" Gandhi said: "What is true
of my Hindustani is equally true of my Marathi. I cannot speak a
single word of Marathi, but I am confident of gathering the purport
of your Marathi speech on a subject with which I am familiar. In
any case you will see that I do not misinterpret you to the people."
Gokhale fell in with Gandhi's suggestion, and from Johannesburg
right up to Zanzibar he always spoke Marathi at similar meetings
and Gandhi served as interpreter. On the whole Gokhale was grati-
fied by the results of the experiment and Gandhi was pleased that an
Indian language was given its due place at least in South Africa.
Gokhale visited Natal and then proceeded to Pretoria where he
was a guest of the Union Government. As he was to meet in Pretoria
the ministers, including General Botha and General Smuts, Gokhale
asked Gandhi to prepare for him a summary of the Indians' history
in the four colonies. Gokhale kept himself and others awake the
whole night, posted himself fully on every point, and thus prepared
himself to meet the South African politicians.
His interview with the ministers on November 15 lasted for about
two hours and when Gokhale returned, he said, "Gandhi, you must
return to India in a year. Everything has been settled. The Black Act
will be repealed. The racial bar will be removed from the immigra-
tion law. The £3 tax will be abolished." But Gandhi had his fears.
He told Gokhale: "You do not know the ministers as I do. I am not
as hopeful in the matter as you are. It is enough for me that you have
obtained this undertaking from the ministers. The promise given to
you will serve as a proof of the justice of our demands and will re-
double our fighting spirit if it comes to fighting at all. But I do not
think I can return to India in a year and before many more Indians
have gone to jaiL"
Gokhale lived on Tolstoy Farm from 2nd to 4th of November. .He
had been put up in Kallenbach's room and a cot was brought

